
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Circular No. RDPS/07/2020-21 

 Syllabus (Cycle–1) Session: 2020 - 2021 Class: VII            Date: 13.05.2020       

‘Great things happen to those who don't stop believing, trying, learning, and being grateful.’ 

 

 Dear Parent(s) 
 

At RDPS, we believe that ‘Learning’ shall not stop under any circumstances, not even during the current unprecedented situation. Hence, the teaching faculty at RDPS has been successfully 
conducting the online classes since April 2020, so that our dear students shall not suffer any academic loss. 
Moreover, kindly accept our gratitude for your constant contribution in cooperating for the smooth implementation of the ‘Online classes’. 
To apprise you with the necessary particulars regarding Syllabus and Evaluation of the students, kindly find the following details: 

 

 
Subjects 

Syllabus for the month of 

April’20 

 
Syllabus for the month of May’20 

Revision Schedule 

(1st June to 10th June, 2020) 

 
 
 

English 

Reading Skills- 

-Factual and Discursive Passage 

Writing Skills - 

-Informal Letter Writing 

-Notice Writing 

-Story Writing 

Grammar- 

-Adjectives 

Grammar- 

-Prepositions 

 

Writing Skills- 

-Formal Letter Writing 

 

Literature section- 

Ch- A tale Of Two Bullocks 

Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

Subject Enrichment Activities: 

Activity1: Write a paragraph describing your family or friends using adjectives. 

(30-40 words) 

Activity2: Just-a-minute activity: Share your experience during this lockdown. 

(Students will talk about their feelings about the present scenario) 

 

 
Mathematics 

Ch-1 Integers 

 
Ch-2 Fractions and Decimals 

Ch-2 Fractions and Decimals 

Ch-3 Data Handling 

Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

Subject Enrichment activities: 

Activity 1: To divide a mixed fraction by a proper fraction. 

Activity 2: To understand the meaning of less likely and more likely outcomes 

of an experiment 

 
 
 

Science 

 

 
Ch -1 Nutrition in Plants 

Ch- 2 Nutrition in Animals 

 

 
Ch -2 Nutrition in animals- Discussion of Q/A 

Ch- 5 Acids, Bases and Salts 

Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

Subject Enrichment activities: 

Activity 1: Teeth Count-Open your mouth, look into a mirror and try to count 

the different types of teeth in your mouth. Compare them with Figure 2.3 on 

page 13 of your NCERT textbook. Record you observations in the tabular form. 

Activity 2: Happy Mother’s Day- Make a beautiful card for your mother using 

turmeric paste and soap solution (Refer pg. 52 of NCERT).Also write a beautiful 

thought on your mother. 

 
 

 
Social Science 

History 

Ch-2: New Kings and Kingdoms 

 
Geography 

Ch-1: Environment 

Ch-2:Inside Our Earth 

Geography 

Ch-3: Our Changing Earth 

Civics: 

Ch-2 Role of Government in Health 
Ch:3:How State government works 
Practice of Map 

● Ch-2 History related map. 

● Indian states and Capital along with Union 

Territories. 

Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

Subject Enrichment Activities: 

Activity 1: Collect pictures of five monuments and find out which are the rocks 

used to build them and categorize them as igneous, sedimentary and 

Metamorphic rocks. 

Activity 2: Paste the picture of Chief Minister of your native state, find out how 

he/she got elected on an A 4 size sheet. Write about their role / functions. 
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Hindi 

Vasant: 

1. hum punchi unmuket gagan   

   ke(poem) 

2. dadi maa 

Vasant: 

3. himalaya ki betiya 

Grammer: 

bhasha, vyakaran,lipiaur sahitya, 

vern vichar, sangya aur shudhikaran 

lekhan: anuched 
chitr vernen 
Mahabharat: 

aarambh se shekuni ke pravesh tek 

Revision of Vasant : chapter 1,2,3 

Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

 
Subject Enrichment Activity : 

Activity 1: Svarachit kavita 

Topic: Prakriti ka nya roop. 

 
 
 
     Sanskrit 

 
 
Sanskrit gyanjyoti2 
 1.eesh vandana 
 2. vaartalapa 
 3.himalaya 

 

 
 

  4. sandhi shakti 
5. mam vidyalaya 
Vyakaran 
As,stha dhaturoop Charon lakaaron main 
Ramaa va baalak shabdroop 

 

 
 
Revision of Cycle-1 Syllabus along with online tests. 

 

We hope that together we succeed in enriching the skills of our children and nurture their aptitude considerably. 

Regards 

 
Dr.Praveen Gupta  

Principal 

 
Please note: 

 

(i) Evaluation guidelines for Cycle-1: 

• Under Internal-Assessment 1: Notebook Submission and Subject Enrichment Activities would be evaluated for 5 marks each. 

• Periodic Test-1 would be conducted through an ‘Online Test’ for 60 marks. 

(ii) Regular assignments and tasks, as provided and assigned, would be assessed for evaluation under Notebook Submission (5 marks). 

(iii) Subject Enrichment Activities (5 marks) would be assigned & evaluated during Revision Schedule. 

(iv) The content from the syllabus of Cycle-1 (April’20 - May’20) would be evaluated in the Periodic Test-1. 

(v) Online Tests will be conducted from 11th June to 20th June, 2020 and the date sheet will be shared soon. 


